
I had the privilege to give their first camping experiences to Samantha
and Mary. Two incredible women who had little knowledge of this
practise chose to join me. 
In  Australia free basic campsites are provided to the visitors. Thanks to
Wikicamp App, you can find many free camp all over Australia,  Canada
and New-Zealand (or with little budget in Natural Parks). Choose a safe
spot, where the ground is flat and set your camp.  
Camping is not just putting the tent up, it is a social exchange including  
few health and safety basics to acknowledge.
 
What are the basic gears I advised them to bring ?

Basic kit for a good SLEEP
1 Tent (3 seasons if possible free-
stand) 
1 Sleeping bag with a liner  
1 Mattress (foam or inflatable) 
Warm clothes (merino, waterproof
gears) 
1 Light : torch or head-torch 
Baby wipes 
1 Toothbrush 
Toilet paper+ hand-sanitiser
1 line to hang your wet gears 
 

FIRST CAMPING EXPERIENCE
Sleeping under the stars  

Camping is more than just putting a tent up

" Camping, because therapy is
expensive" 
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'Inspire the world to evolve being the first involved' 

Basic kit to be able to EAT 
- Bring your pre-cooked meal  
- Or cook with a camping stove   
Don't forget 
Cutlery
Water 
Tissus 
Gaz
1 plastic bag for the rubbish and
your dirty gears

Tip : Turn our head-torch on a
transparent bottle to expend the
ray of light to extend your night

playing cards. 

If you make a safe fire (no fire
restrictions), bring:
 1 lighter or matches, 
 paper 
 wood (if there is none in the camp) 

Learn more about how to make a safe
fire in the bush with my friend Gordon
from Bushcraft Survival Australia. 
gordon@bushcraftsurvival.com.au 

You don't have anyamping
gears ?

Ask a friend, buy secodn
hand or rent them to

specialised shops 

A fire is an important place into human history and communities. A
fireplace brings light, warms, storytelling, amazing food experiences.   


